[Carcinoma of the nasopharynx. Clinical signs and therapeutic problems].
Most of the carcinoma of the nasopharynx diagnosed in our country, are loco-regionally advanced disease. Thus 31/54 (57%) of our patients referred to the Centre Claudius Regaud between 1970 and 1980 were T2 N3, T3 N3, T4 N0 or N1 N2 N3. In spite of this poor initial presentation external radiotherapy can achieve a quite good rate of tumoral control inside the treated volume. In our series there were 17/47 (36%) tumoral and/or nodal recurrences and 7/47 (15%) metastases without local or regional failure. Improvement of initial évaluation of the tumoral volume is now obtained by the systematic use of C.A.T. and this procedure should reduce local failure rate. In the other hand, the association of chemotherapy and radiotherapy should be useful in treating advanced disease or poorly differentiated carcinomas with high metastatic risk.